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Abstract. In this paper we study different factors that affect vector quality.
Noise level, cleaning method, and vectorization software are three factors that
may influence the resulting vector data. Real scanned images from GREC'03
contest are used in the experiment. Three different levels of satt-and-pepper
noise (5olo, l0%o, and l5o/o) are used. Noisy images are cleaned by six clianing
algorithms and then three different commercial raster to vector software are
used to vectorize the cleaned images. vector Recovery Index (vRI) is the
performance evaluation criteria used in this study to ludge ttre quality of ttre
resulting vectors compared to their ground truth data. Statiiticat analysis on the
vRI values shows that vectorization software have the biggest influence on the
quality ofthe resulting vectors.

Keywords: salt-and-pepper, raster-to-vector, performance evaluation,
engineering drawings

l. Background

Raster to vector conversion_ is a hot topic in the field of graphics recognition [l].Many factors affect the quality of detected vecrors which include: all kinld of nolse,
cleaning method used, vectorization algorithm used. The previous two contests on
graphics-recognition [2, 3] accompanying cnec'or and cRnc,05 give some insight
to the effect of noise on the resulting vector data, but they did not Lclude extensive
test on different noise levels or study the effect of different cleaning methods on the
quality of the vectors. It also did not reveal the major factor that affeJts vector quality.
Thcir findings could answer only limited questions regarding the interaction between
different factors and feabnents.

2.Image Data

The images from GREC'O3 are used since ground truth files are readily available for
the performance evaluation task. Another reason is that the graphical elements in
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those images are relatively thin. Noise will affect these thin elements more than other

thick elements which make it more challenging for the cleaning method to retain it
and the vectorization software to recognize it correctly'

A random noise (Salt-and-Pepper) is added to each image. The methodology is as

follows:
PR:l-NL/100
For each pixel in the image do the following

Create a uniform random number (R) in the range of -l to +l
If R > PR then add Salt noise to the current pixel

Else if R < -PR then add Pepper noise to the current pixel

NL is the percentage of the noise level to be added to the image and it is between 0

and 100. Meisen Twister random number generator is used to obtain a sequence of
uniform random numbers with good randomness and long repetition cycle. Uniform

distribution is selected to give all pixels the same chance to be distoded by noise'

Using the above algorithm we create three distorted images with 5%o, l[o/o, and

15% noise levels for each original image.

3. Cleaning Methods

Each distorted image is then cleaned by three Salt-and-Pepper cleaning methods

namely: kFill [4, 5]-, Enhanced kFill [6], Activity Detector Fl; and their enhanced

counterparts namedas Algorithm A (Alg A), Algorithm n (elc__n), and Algorithm c
(Alg Ci respectively [8] totaling to six cleaning methods. kFill is a-multi-pass two

lie.ition flrltir capable-of removing salt-and-pepper noise. Enhanced kFill cleans the

image in a single pass. Activity Detector studies the activity around each connected

comlonent tCCl ana chssifi CC's into three categories. The cleaning is performed

by removing selected CC's based on specified criteria. A procedure named TAMD is

developed ti enhance noise cleaning by protecting weak featurgs such as one-pixel-

wide graphical element (GE) while removing small spurious limbs attached to the

ce's.-ng A and Alg B are created by integrating TAMD into kFill and Enhanced

kFill logii. TAMD is performed as a post processing step in Alg C. The parameters

for the methods are set as in our previous study [8].

4. Vectorization

Three commercial software (Vectory [9], VPstudio [10], and Scan2CAD [ll]) are

used to vectorize cleaned images and detected vectors are saved as DXF files. These

files are then converted to VEC files which have a simple format and are easier to

deal with using the performance evaluation tool. Software selections are based on

available features. Having the feature of detecting arcs and circles is the most

important. So is the ability to output in DXF format. It would also be advantageous to

use software that have been used by other researchers for performance evaluation

since they may facilitate comparison and provide us with clue about its performance.

The above tlree software were used in [12' 13].
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5. Performance Evaluation

Vector Recovery Index [14] of the detected vectors is the criteria used to judge the
quality of the resulting vectors. Performance evaluation tool (ArcEvatioo5.exe;
compares the detected vector file with the grorurd truth file and ouqlut the VRI score.
The version of the tooltsed carries out perfo.mance evaluation bised on arcs only.
All straight lines in the detected vectors fiie are skipped.

6. Statistical Analysis

SPSS software is used to analyze the resulting VRI values. The VRI values are stored
in a form that facilitates the analysis proc".r. -Thtee 

indepandent variables are created:
noise level (noise), cleaning method (clean), ino vectorization software
(vectorization). One dependent variable is created (VRI)

Descriptive statistics as well as Analysis of variance (ANovA) can be used to
study the different interactions between fictors.

6.1. Setting Up the Experiment

Some parameters for the three vectorization software need to be preset prior to
applying vectorization. That is to ensure consistency between different software such
as: same measuring units are used and Mechanical Engineering Drawing is used as
drawing type. Other parameters and thresholds are left uictrangei.

For each vectorization software used, we:
0. Preset software parameters.
l. Load and convert the image into vector form and save the result in DXF

form.
2. Convert D)(F file into VEC file.

-3t 
Use the performance evaluation tool to get the VRI of the detected vectors.

This is the typical steps for the experimant, b=ut in vpstudio one parameter needs
to be preset after loading the image.

6.2. Experimental Results

Six raster images are distorted by three noise levels and then cleaned by the six
cleaning methods. The cleaned images are then vectorized by the three commercial
raster to vector software. A VRI value is computed from each detected vector and the
ground truth vector files. A total of 324 separate VRI values are generated and these
values are then analyzed by Spss. Table I ihows the frequency tai'le for the vRL
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The minimum value of VRI is 0 which indicates no vector is detected. The mean

value of VRI is 0.419 which is below the satisfactory value of 0.8 as suggested by [2]'
This is partially due to the weak features of the original image as well as the amount

of noisi added to the image. The mean value is close to the median, suggesting

normal distribution of the data. Small negative value of skewness indicates that the

distribution has tiny tail to the left. Negative value of the kurtosis suggests that small

proportions of the data are located in the tails of the distribution'' fiot we need to know which factor has a major impact on the quallty of vector

data. The general linear model is used to analyze the effects of different independent

variables (noise, clean, and vectorization) on the result of the dependent variable

(VRI). Table 2 shows that significant value of vectorization variable is less than 0.05

which means that it has the major effect on the VRI. Other factors (clean and noise)

does not show significant effect on VR[. As shown in Fig. l, VPstudio produces

better quality of victor data compared to the other software and it also performs better

with increased amount of noise.
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Table l. Frequency table for VRI

Measurement Value

N
Mean

Median

Std. Deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis

Minimum
Maximum

Table 2. Tests of Berween-Subjects Effects

Source
Corrected Model

lntercept

vectorization

clean

noise

vectorization * clean

vectorization * noise

clean * noise

vectorization * clean * noise

Sig.

t.334
1774.551

19.562

.727

1.387

.775

2.630

.180

.256

.074

.000

.000

.604

.252

.653

.035

.998

1.00
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Fig. l. Software effrciency with different noise levels

. For_ cleaning algorithms [see Fig. 2] the estimated marginal means shows that AlgA and Alg C have better performance within all noise levels compared to theii
original €ounterparts. Alg B shows better results compared to Enhanied kFill only
with high noise level. More data are needed to prove statistically that our proposed
methods are significantly better than the original ones.
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Fig. 2. Cteaning methods efficiency with different noise levels'

Based on the mean values of VRI shown in Fig. 3, we also notice that vectorization

software give better performance as when the images are cleaned by specific cleaning

method. 
-Vectory gives better results when the images are cleaned by Alg A'

Meanwhile Vpsiuaio performs well with Enhanced kFill, and Scan2CAD performs

well with Alg C. From Fig. 3, VPstudio also shows higher VRI scores with most

cleaning methods.
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Fig.3. vectorization software efficiency with different cleaning methods.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

Many- factors that may affect the quality of the vector data are studied in this paper
including noise, cleaning methods and vectorization software. An experiment'on a
scanned drawings shows that vectorization software has the biggest i-pa.t on the
quality of the vector data. Two of the proposed cleaning m!-tnoas show better
performance with the tlree noise levels-usld. Investigatiln on the interactions
between vectorization and cleaning methods is also carried-out.

We believe that the experiment in this paper should be extended into different
direcfions in order to make i.t more general. Using Gaussian noise (more likely to
happen in document images) is suggested. In the clJaning methods, some state of the
art filters is suggested such as median filter and its varianls. The set of test images is
to be expanded to include more images. There are many other raster to vector
software available hence the need to study their performance.
we also.suggest adding more factors to the experiment. For example, if the images
are-classified into (simple, moderate and compllx) using some crit#a then we could
add image complexity as a factor. The analysii may rerreal new information about the
interaction of image complexity with othir factors. Other factors could further be
classified into more specific types such as using Gaussian vs. uniform noise, and
single-pass vs. multi-pass filters.
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